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Electronic Raman Spectra. III. Absolute Cross Sections for
Electronic Raman and Rayleigh Scattering*
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Absolute cross sections for Rayleigh and electronic Raman scattering of trivalent rare-earth ions have
been calculated. A comparison with the experimental cross section for benzene reveals that both the Rayleigh
and Raman scattering for the lanthanides is weaker by more than two orders of magnitude. The Rayleigh-
to-Raman ratio is shown to be a rapidly fIuctuating function of the electronic structure of the lanthanide ions.

I. INTRODUCTION

BSOLUTE cross sections of Raman scattering have
been reported only in a very few cases. ' Experi-

mentally the determination of absolute cross sections is
a tricky problem and any theoretical treatment of the
absolute intensity problem for vibrational Raman
transitions is extremely cumbersome.

Recently the theory of two-photon processes in
trivalent lanthanide ions have been formulated' ' in
some detail, making it possible to calculate, to a rela-
tively high degree of accuracy, absolute cross sections
for electronic scattering. Thus, in this paper we want to
report on such calculations for free trivalent lanthanide
ions.

II. THEORY

Itot
P pe=0 8=0

Ik (p)r' sined8dy. (3)

By substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (3), we then have

The coefficients cp ~ are also defined in the Appendix I.
If the initial and/or final states k and ss are degenerate,
then Eq. (2) must be summed over all substates and the
summation must be weighted with an additional factor
2gA, ', where gl, is the degeneracy of the initial state k.

It is customary to define the total cross section Qt„ in
terms of the total scattered intensity It.t (for fixed
polarization of incident light):

It.t= Qs.Io.

It,t is related to Iy,„(p) in the following way:
2m'

In a scattering experiment where the incident light is
polarized in the direction 0 and the scattered radiation
is polarized in the direction p and where the direction of
propagation of incident and scattered radiation are
perpendicular to each other, the scattered intensity,
according to Placzek, ~ will be given by

Qs-= 2 ZI(~o ) I' (4)

In order to proceed with the calculation of the
absolute intensities one must be able to evaluate the
tensor components 0,@~.

In case our scattering system is such that the angular
momentum, as well as its projection upon some particu-
lar axis are constants of motion, a significant simpli-
fication can be made. According to Placzek. ,

' the
quantity o.@~ must transform as the matrix element
Q„ln@xlfi). If the states st and k are characterized by
the quantum numbers J', M' and J, JI/I, respectively, we
can use the Wigner-Eckart theorem' and get

Is (p)=16 r47/ )'r'I (esp, )s„l'Ip sin'0.

Here X' is the wavelength of the scattered radiations, r
is the distance between the observer and the scattering
system, (n„)s„ is the scattering tensor corresponding to
the quantum transition k ~ e, and 8 is equal to —,'m. .

For a scattering system that is freely rotating in
space, the scattering tensor must be averaged over all
directions of the rotating system. Thus, the results of
this averaging (see Appendix I) are I'EI

= (-1)' 'I, l(J'll~ IIJ& (3)
k —m Qm)I.-(p)= Z (c,. )(~o )' Io»n'0 (2)

X'4r2 ~c 2K+1 Consequently,
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Z 2 Z(&Q ) J,sr;s'M'
Q 3f M'

J'EJ
=(I'll~xllI&' 2 22, (6)

q sr sr —~'Q~

See, for instance, A. R. Edmonds, Angular 3fomentum in
Qttantttnt Mechanics (Princeton University Press, Princeton, N. J.,
1960).
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pf the prthpnprmality pf the 3 j symbols 8 The TAaLz I. Absolute cross sections' of Rayleigh and electronic
Raman scattering for Pr'+ and Tm'+ ions.right-hand side of Eq. (7) is the reduced matrix element

of the irreducible tensor operator of rank K.

XI (nIIrInl )
( 1)K-

v, s (—1)xv..—

+ (nl Ir In'I')' +
P~a p v» v

(nI I» In'') (n'I'
I
E~r&"I«)

h. (v, s—v)'

III. RAYLEIGH AND RAMAN SCATTERING

For the special case of scattering by trivalent
lanthanides, a quantitative theory for the absolute in-
tensities has been derived. ' ' It follows directly from the
theory' that the reduced matrix element (J'IIaxII7& is

given by

(~'III~xII J& =(~'SLWII V ll&SLZ&~(~, v), (8)
where

1E1
F(&,v) =-(—1) +'(2&+1)'"Z(Illc"'III')'

h S ll'

Pr'+
Tm'+

0.9X10-"cm'
1 3X10 "cm'

0.6X10 "
0.2X10 ~4

'H4 —+ 'H5
~H6 ~ 3H4

a Calculated for 6328 A primary radiation.

In the summation over the excitated configuration x
LEq. (8)] we can in first approximation restrict our
attention to the (4f)" '(5d) configuration. ' Since
v„s—v, i/v, s—v&(1, only the first term in the expansion
of the energy denominators needs to be considered. "
The center-of-gravity energy for the (4f)" '(5d) con-
figuration may be estimated from the paper of Dieke
and Crosswhite" and the radial integral (nlIrInV) for
Pr'+ and Tm'+ can be found in the paper of Rajnak. "

For the above-mentioned ions it is consequently
straightforward to calculate, within the framework of
our approximations, absolute cross sections of Rayleigh
scattering of the ground state and electronic Raman
scattering from the ground to the first excited states.
The results of these calculations are given in Table I.

For the other rare-earth ions the radial wave functions
for the 5d orbitals are unknown, making it impossible to
calculate absolute cross sections. It is possible, however,

Here ('r'SL'J'II UxII rSL1& is the reduced matrix element
of the unit tensor of rank K. F & is the center-of-gravity
energy of the excited states configuration In'I'&, and
(nlIrIn'I') stands for the integral

E„grE.„.g.dw,
+p

where E„~ is the radial wave function of the orbital nl.
The reduced matrix element (lIIc"'III') is given by

Edmonds' and the symbol LSCrg" stands for the radial
part of the commutator of the Hamiltonian and the elec-
tronic position operator.

Since U is an orbital operator, the reduced matrix
element can be expressed in terms of reduced matrix
elements which involve only S and L. Using Eq. 7.1.8 of
Edmonds, 8

)4a

( 1)s+L+z'+x[(2Jy1)(2gi+1) jitz
Ce Q Ml P~ S~ Ea 6( Tx yi tt, E, ~ yS

FIG. 1. The Rayleigh-Raman ratio for free trivalent rare-earth
X (y'SL'II + II'rSL&, (9) iona. The Raman transitions take place between ground and 6rstJLE excited state. The base of the logarithms is 10.

the quantity (rSL'IIUxII'rSL& has been tabulated by the P", d" aed f"Coapgurations (The M.I.T. Press, cambridge,
Mass. , 1963}.Nielson and Roster. 9 ' See Ref. 6 for a detailed discussion of this point."G. H. Dieke and H. M. Crosswhite, Appl. Opt. 2, 675 (1963).. gT. +ie]son and Q. F. Koster, SpectroscoPic Coegcients for "K.Rajnak, J. Chem. Phys. 37, 2440 (1962).
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to calculate the Rayleigh-to-Rarnan ratio since, in first
approximation, that will be independent of the radial
wave functions. This ratio has been calculated for
Raman transitions between the ground state and first
excited state and is shown in Fig. $.

The nine components of the reducible spherical tensor
0.» are then given by

(4.1r.14.)Q. I
r. 14.) 9~ u3

(n~, )~ =- E +- (A2)
h ' ~rI —~ v„„+v

IV. DISCUSSION

It is of interest to compare the above values of the
cross sections for electronic Raman scattering to the
values of the corresponding values for vibrational
scattering. At present a priori calculations similar to
these reported here do not exist for vibrational Raman
scattering, but experimental data are available. Mea-
surement of absolute Raman cross sections have been
performed by Bernstein and co-workers and the ratio of
Rayleigh-to-Raman scattering of CC14 has been re-
ported by Brandmuller and Schrotter. "Unfortunately,
their results are not directly comparable to our calcula-
tions since these experiments were done using the
4358 A mercury excitation line, and the scattering
tensor, as is well known, is dependent on the frequency
of the primary radiation.

Recently, Damen, I.cite, and Porto'4 reported on
absolute cross sections for Raman scattering of benzene
excited with the 6328 A He-Ne cw gas laser. For the
very intense line corresponding to the v& vibration of
frequency 992 cm ' they found Qn, , ——0.56&& 10 "cm'
and a Rayleigh-to-Raman ratio of 220. As Table I
shows, the Rayleigh-to-Raman ratio for electronic scat-
tering of Pr'+ is of the same order of magnitude but both
scattering processes are down by three orders of magni-
tude as compared to benzene. This trend is even more
pronounced for the case of Tm'+ that also illustrates the
extreme dependence of the intensity of electronic Raman
scattering with the details of the electronic structure of
the trivalent lanthanides. This is perhaps even better
demonstrated in Fig. 1.

It seems worthwhile to point out that the scattering
tensor for electronic Rarnan transitions is in general
asymmetric in contrast to what is the case for most other
scattering processes. The degree of antisyrnmetry is
again a highly specihc function of the electronic wave
functions involved in the transition as has been shown
in a previous paper from this laboratory. '

It is well known that this reducible tensor may be
decomposed into a sum of three irreducible tensors of
rank 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Denoting the irreducible
tensor components as nox

1
Edmonds, ' Eq. (5.1.5)$,

n& =P n»(1X1z 111KQ)

E=2 n~. (—1)' (2'+ 1)'".
» Xzz—P

(A3)

A

A0 =

C1—2

Q (nzz+nzz+Znvz+ znzv),

(1/Q6) (2n„n„—n„„)—,
&/
2 gnzz~nzz Znvz Znzv)

&

1/, (nzz n„v zn*„—zn„z)—.
It should be noted that this transformation is unitary.
Consequently, we have

1(n,.) I'=(2 2 ~,. 'n. )

X(Q Q W x'"n .x')* (A4)

where H/"„g is the unitary matrix linking the Cartesian
basis set with the irreducible spherical basis set. The
space-fixed 0., 's must now be expressed in terms of
~@~'s which are defined in relation to a coordinate
system 6xed in the scattering system. If the Euler
angles relating one system to the other are called n, p,
and y, we have )Edmonds, ' Eq. (5.2.1)j

The connection between the irreducible tensor com-
ponents and the usual Cartesian ones is collected below.

npP ———(1/%3) (n.,+n„„+n„),
ny —

2 ( nzz+nzz Znvz+Znzv),

npz = (1/V2) (in, v in„,—),
1&n—1 2 Lnzz nzz znvzWznzv) y

nz 2(nzz nvv+znzv+znvz) &

APPENDIX n. =Zno Do. (n,p,v)
Q

(A5)

In order to perform the averaging procedure, it is
convenient to go from a Cartesian to a spherical basis.
In accordance with Edmonds, ' we de6ne the circular
components of the position vector r as

When Eq (A5) is substituted in Eq. (A4), the averaging
over the angles n, P and y reduces to an averaging of
pioducts of the type D@,~D@,.~'~. Since

2g zr 2'
r0=8,
r~ =w (1/v2) (x+iy) . (A1)

=0 =0 =0
D@,xDo, .x'*dn sinPdPdy

"J.Brandmiiller and H. Schrotter, Z. Physik 149, 131 (1957)."T.C. Damen, R. C. C. Leite, and S. P. S. Porto, Phys. Rev.
Letters 14, 9 (1965)..

2K zr 2' 1
dn sinpdpdy= bzrx'go&'g, v' (A6)

2Z+ 1
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[Edmonds, s Eq. (4.6.1)],we have

l~a I' (A&)
EC Q g 2Et1

E
cp~ 0 1 2

p=o 3 0

p&0 0

Defining

we arrive at

It is perhaps worthwhile to point out that the aver-
aging performed above is valid for all random systems

g independent of their specific nature.
Also the above expressions give directly the de-

polarization ratio for linearly polarized as well as natural
light. The results obtained are of course in agreement

, I 9 I'. with the classical derivations of Placzek, v but the
present treatment is considerably simpler and more
closely related to the scope of the electronic Raman

The coefficients c„~are easily formed from (A4) to be effect.
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Orthogonal Channel Projections in High-Energy Ion-Atom
Collisions with Electron Exchanges*
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Approximately orthogonal channel projection operators are constructed for the charge-exchange processes
in ion-atom collisions at high energies. The adiabatically perturbed stationary-state wave functions are
suitably modified to take into account the motion of the heavy cores to which electrons are bound. By
proper adjustment of the phase factors, it is shown that the orthogonality property between states in the
modified set can be maintained. The resulting projection operators are mutually orthogonal everywhere in
the configuration space, and satisfy the asymptotic requirements to first order in the electron-ion mass ratio.
Single asymmetric and symmetric charge exchanges as well as double exchanges are studied in some detail,
but no actual applications are given.

I. INTRODUCTION

'UCH interest has been directed both experimen-
- t tally and theoretically to charge-exchange reac-

tions at high energies involving ions and atoms, ' ' such
as H+H, H+He, He+He, etc. The complexity of the
colliding systems is enormous in most cases and the
theoretical analysis usually requires many crude
approximations. Although some of these approximations
may be justifiable under certain conditions, it is often
difficult to assess the validity of the simplifications
even when they agree with experiments.

Some of the theoretical difficulties are due to our
inability to handle the many-particle problems except
in an approximate way, but, in the rearrangement
collisions, the nonorthogonality between the channels

*This work was supported by a grant from the National
Science Foundation.

' H. F. Helbig and E. Everhart, Phys. Rev. 140, A715 (1965);
W. C. Keever and E. Everhart, ibid. 150, 43 (1966);D. C. Lorentz
and W. Aberth, ibid. 139, A1017 (1965).' D. R. Bates and R. McCarroll, Advan. Phys. 11, 39 (1962);
D. R. Bates and D. A. Williams, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 83,
425 (1964),

with different cluster compositions gives rise to further
complications. Therefore, as a first step toward a more
systematic treatment of the charge-exchange processes
in the ion-atom collisions, we study, in this paper, the
construction of the approximately orthogonal channel
projection operators. Construction of such operators is
of interest in itself, since, although several methods have
been proposed previously, ' ' voce of them actually
gives the mutually orthogonal operators among the
directly coupled rearrangement channels except in the
asymptotic regions, where all methods give the same
result.

The collisions involving ions and atoms are slow and
nearly adiabatic, despite the fact that the typical
kinetic energies of interest may be large compared to
the characteristic ionization energies. Therefore, the
adiabatically distorted electronic wave functions, or the
perturbed stationary-state (PSS) wave functions, as

' H. Feshbach, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 19, 287 (1962).
M. H. Mittleman, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 28, 430 (1964);J. C. Y.

.Chen and M. H. Mittleman, ibid. 37, 264 (1966).
5 Y. Hshn, Phys. Rev. 142, 603 (1966); 154, 981 (1967).


